
AT A GLANCE

Integrated Deployment Scheme

Medigate and NetScout have partnered to allow a simple solution for a multi-site Medigate 

deployment. NetScout InfiniStream and vSTREAM probes send all relevant packets, such as medical 
device communication, directly to the Medigate Partner Overview Collection Server. This way a 
single Medigate Collection Server can be deployed to collect the required network traffic from the 
entire network (see Diagram).

How it Works

The Medigate platform captures network traffic generated by clinical assets and applies Deep Packet 

Inspection (DPI) techniques to discover all medical and IoT devices in the clinical environment. This 

visibility is the key driver for Medigate’s device security capabilities such as network segmentation, clinical 

policy enforcement, risk assessment (including CVE correlation) and asset management features such as 

inventory control, device utilization and preventative maintenance.

The required network traffic is captured by the Medigate Collection Server (1U). Typically, Medigate 

installs the Collection Server in one central network location per site, connecting a network adapter 

on the server dedicated to passive packet capturing to a SPAN port on the hospital core switch. Such 

a deployment scheme becomes challenging to scale, since a Collection Server needs to be configured at 

every site.

The presence of a traffic monitoring service like NetScout makes deployment significantly easier at scale. 

NetScout installs a network TAP's capturing primary switch communication at every site which relay 

network traffic to a central server, InfiniStream, where it becomes available for NetScout’s advanced 

monitoring capabilities. In smaller sites, the traffic can be aggregated under a vSTREAM probe that fills a 

similar role. The vSTREAM and InfiniStream probes are main centralized nodes that receive the network 

traffic relevant for Medigate’s analysis from the entire network.
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AT A GLANCE

Deployment Scheme

Deploying Medigate through NetScout has 
significant benefits -

Simple deployment

Medigate’s Collection Server only 

needs to be installed in the central 

Data Center and configured with 

NetScout InfiniStream.

Lower cost

Less servers and deployment

operations mean less expenses.

Faster delivery

A single set-up means Medigate

can be up and running for the

entire healthcare system quickly.

Easier to scale

New sites will automatically be

covered by Medigate as long as

they are monitored by NetScout, no

further deployments are required.
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